Memorandum of Understanding

As Places & Spaces: Mapping Science engages grant funding and other external support, it is critical that those agencies and organizations receive regular reports about the display of both our full exhibit and the poster exhibit. We would like to provide them with detailed information concerning the venues Places & Spaces is visiting, the audiences coming to see the maps, and the purposes the exhibit is serving in each new context.

Therefore, we ask for documentation of each exhibition of the posters we provide and venue photographs to complement that information. By signing below, you agree to report the display and provide photographic documentation of the venue in which the posters appear (see below for examples of preferred photographs). Photos and information can be sent to Lisel Record (recorde@indiana.edu).

Preferred Exhibit Photos

Pittsburgh, PA
Torun, Poland
Budapest, Hungary

We appreciate your cooperation and your assistance in serving as an ambassador for the exhibit.

By my signature, I confirm that I understand the reporting requirements of displaying Places & Spaces: Mapping Science, and that I will provide photographic and written documentation of exhibit displays and their environment to the exhibit curators.

Signature:

Printed Name of Ambassador:

Address of Ambassador: